
Sundive’s Confined Water 
POOL Dive Plan

LOCATION:
Confined water dive in the swimming pool located in the Cape Byron YHA facilities at 9-11 Byron Street 
with direct side access from Sundive Byron Bay. 

DIVING PROCEDURES:
Confined water diving. All diving is recreational to the maximum pool depth of 1.8 meters. Air supplies 
will be monitored during the dive and divers will exit the pool with minimum 50 bars. Entry into the 
pool is via the steps on the poolside unless practising specific entry skills under supervision.  All pool 
dives are led by a Dive Master or Instructor and dive skills performed will follow the standards of: 
‘Sundive Refresher for Certified Divers’ (document located at Sundive) or ‘Standard Discover Scuba 
Dive’ or other PADI courses according to the PADI instructor manual. 

TASKS:
Dive Masters or Instructors: Instructors to lead skill development in confined water according to PADI 
instructor manual skills for DSD or other dive courses in line with their certification level. DMs or 
Instructors may lead a refresher session for certified divers according to Sudive standard refresher plan.
Sundive Dive Supervisor: Agrees specific dive plan with the DM/ Instructor, checks student waivers and 
paperwork and monitors start and end of confined water session. 
Recreational Divers: Follow the DM or instructor guidance for confined water dive.

BREATHING GAS:
The breathing gas used will be air. Air supply will consist of diving cylinders with a maximum of 220bar 
starting pressure.

DIVE EQUIPMENT BEING USED:
Standard recreational diving equipment consisting of but not limited to: mask & fins, compressed air 
cylinder and valve, buoyancy control device (BCD), primary regulator and alternate air source, 
submersible pressure gauge (SPG) or transmitter, depth and time monitoring device, Quick release 
weights system, Adequate exposure suit.

DECOMPRESSION MANAGEMENT (DIVE TIMES, BOTTOM TIMES AND DECOMPRESSION PROFILES):
No decompression diving. All diving within table limits at depth lower than 2 meters.

FIRST AID AND OXYGEN:
All Sundive Dive Professionals are qualified first aid, CPR and O2 providers. First aid kit and Oxygen ‘D’ 
bottles with demand valves and free flowing masks are located in the Sundive facilities.

HAZARDS: PHYSICAL HAZARDS: tools/equipment, slip/fall. DIVER HAZARDS: pre-dive fitness, 
dehydration, sunburn, fatigue, over exertion. 
RISK CONTROL: Divers briefed to take extra care when walking to from the pool with gear. No jumping 
in the water from poolside. Pool safety guidelines printed on the poolside.Wear an adequate wetsuit; 
stay hydrated; use sunscreen, communicate any concerns to the dive guide.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES:
Sundive Emergency Assistance Plan: located in the Sundive office. 

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS: Emergency Services: 000
LOCATION OF NEAREST RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER, HOSPITAL & AUTOMATED EXTERNAL 
DEFIBRILLATOR (AED):
HOSPITAL: Byron Central Hospital, 54 Ewingsdale Road, NSW 2481 +61 266399400. 
AED: AEDs are present on both Sundive vessels with signage marking the location. On land AED: The 
Pass Cafe, The Pass, Byron Bay +61447847383; Byron Bay Surf Club, Bay St, Byron Bay +61 431 280 016
RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER: RBWH, Ground Floor, Ned Hanlon Building, Cnr Butterfield St and Bowen 
Bridge Road, HEASTON, QLD 4029. +61 7 36468111. 1.5 hours evacuation time. 

PLAN YOUR DIVE AND DIVE YOUR PLAN










